There is an increasing interest in clustering time course gene expression data to investigate a wide range of biological processes. However, developing a clustering algorithm ideal for time course gene express data is still challenging. As timing is an important factor in defining true clusters, a clustering algorithm shall explore expression correlations between time points in order to achieve a high clustering accuracy. Moreover, inter-cluster gene relationships are often desired in order to facilitate the computational inference of biological pathways and regulatory networks. In this paper, a new clustering algorithm called CurveSOM is developed to offer both features above. It first presents each gene by a cubic smoothing spline fitted to the time course expression profile, and then groups genes into clusters by applying a self-organizing map-based clustering on the resulting splines. CurveSOM has been tested on three well-studied yeast cell cycle datasets, and compared with four popular programs including Cluster 3.0, GENECLUS-TER, MCLUST, and SSClust. The results show that CurveSOM is a very promising tool for the exploratory analysis of time course expression data, as it is not only able to group genes into clusters with high accuracy but also able to find true time-shifted correlations of expression patterns across clusters.
Introduction
Clustering of gene expression data is to find groups of genes such that genes in the same group are similar to each other in terms of their expression profiles while genes in different groups are as dissimilar as possible. It is a useful exploratory technique for the analysis of gene expression data, which might be collected either at a single time or over a time period. In this paper, I focus my attentions on the algorithms for clustering time course gene expression data, as it allow one to gain valuable insights into the underlying dynamic biological processes.
Many clustering algorithms have been applied to time course gene expression data. The most often used clustering algorithm is probably hierarchical clustering.
It organizes all genes into a hierarchical tree structure called dendrogram such that genes in the same subtree are more similar to each other than those in different subtrees. Another popular algorithm is k-means clustering. 17 It partitions all genes, in an iterative fashion, into a predetermined number of clusters such that the withincluster sum of squared distances from the cluster centroid is minimized.
A problem common to the above two algorithms is how to determine the true number of clusters in a dataset. Model-based clustering 7, 20 offers a principled solution under the probability framework. It assumes that the data is generated according to a finite mixture of Gaussian distributions and determines the true number of clusters by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). It is therefore appropriate only when the prior hypothesis on the data distribution is valid. Unfortunately, gene expression data are often seen to fit the mixture Gaussian distributions very poorly, even after the standardization transformation has been applied 20 . Self-organizing map (SOM)-based clustering 9, 18 not only groups genes into clusters but also arranges clusters on a rectangular grid so that similar clusters occur as neighbors. It hence generates an "executive summary" of the massive gene expression data that depicts gene relationships within clusters and gene relationships across clusters as well. Such richer information beyond cluster memberships is particularly valuable when inferring pathways and regulatory networks, as genes involved in a biological process are likely grouped into neighboring clusters owing to their dissimilar but temporally-related expression profiles. Therefore, the unique feature of a convenient executive summary makes the SOM-based clustering well suited to the exploratory analysis of gene expression data.
All the aforementioned algorithms implemented today treat a gene's time course expression data as a vector of discrete samples. Thus, a permutation of vector components will not affect their clustering results. However, the between time-point dependence is a feature inherent in any time course data, which could play a critical role in defining true clusters 2 . Curve-based clustering 1,10,11 addresses this issue by modelling time course expression data as continuous functions (often using piecewise polynomials called splines) of time, and then groups genes by applying a modelbased clustering procedure on the resulting continuous functions. However, such a clustering strategy is known computationally very expensive due to an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm being involved.
Based on the above observations, a clustering algorithm ideal for time course gene expression data shall (i) take into account the between time-point dependence, (ii) be flexible enough to accommodate non-uniformly sampled expression data, noisy data, and/or data with missing values, (iii) generate an executive summary a of the massive expression data allowing for easy visualization and biological interpretation, (iv) impose no prior hypotheses on data distributions if possible, (v) be able to estimate the true number of clusters, and also (vi) run at a reasonable ws-jbcb computational cost. Unfortunately, none of the clustering algorithms implemented so far fulfill all these features (see Table 1 ). In this paper, I introduce a new clustering algorithm, called CurveSOM, that takes advantages of both curve-based and SOM-based clustering algorithms so as to fulfill five of the six above-mentioned features (see Table 1 ). Its schematic diagram is depicted in Figure 1 . The new algorithm first presents each gene by a cubic smoothing spline fitted to the time course expression data, and then groups genes by applying a SOM-based clustering on the resulting splines. Consequently, SOMbased clustering herein maps splines from an infinite-dimensional spline space to a two-dimensional grid, unlike GENECLUSTER 18 which instead maps vectors from the Euclidean space. With more features fulfilled, CurveSOM gains opportunities to further increase the clustering accuracy, and also the capability of generating an executive summary of the massive expression data to provide inter-cluster gene relationships.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. I first discuss in Section 2 the algorithm for fitting natural cubic splines to time course gene expression data and the algorithm for clustering splines based on self-organizing maps. Section 3 demonstrates that CurveSOM performs very strongly over four popular clustering algorithms when tested on three well-studied yeast cell cycle expression datasets. Finally, I conclude with a brief discussion in Section 4.
METHODS
I shall begin this section by a brief introduction to natural cubic splines and the associated algorithmic operations. Then, discuss the algorithm for smoothing time course expression data with natural cubic splines, and the SOM-based algorithm for grouping gens into clusters on the basis of spline similarities. Finally, I shall give an account on approaches to evaluating the performance of a clustering algorithm.
Natural Cubic Splines
A cubic spline is a piecewise third-order polynomial which is smooth in the first derivative and continuous in the second derivative 13 . It is further called natural if the second derivatives at its boundaries are enforced to be both zero. Given a set of coordinates (t 0 , y 0 ), · · · , (t n , y n ), we seek a natural cubic spline function y(t) such that y i = y(t i ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The given points t i , where the piecewise polynomials join, are known as knots, and without loss of generality, we assume
Let us focus attention on one particular interval between t i and t i+1 , and denote the second derivatives of the function y(t) at t i and t i+1 by y i and y i+1 respectively. When constricted on the interval [t i , t i+1 ] the cubic spline becomes a cubic polynomial and can be expressed as
Notice that y 0 = y n = 0. All the other y i 's values can be found by requiring that the first derivative of the spline function be continuous at every knot To apply clustering on natural cubic splines, we need two algorithmic operations (i.e., addition and scalar multiplication) to be defined. The operation of adding one cubic polynomial to another is defined as
and the operation of taking k multiples of a cubic polynomial as
To apply algorithmic operations on a natural cubic spline, we shall apply them on all its piecewise cubic polynomials. Equipped with the above two algorithmic operations, all the natural cubic splines form a so-called spline space in which vectors are natural cubic splines.
Because dynamic patterns are more interesting than absolute values, expression data are often subject to standardization prior to clustering analysis. Accordingly, we shall standardize a natural cubic spline y(t) by performing the following two procedures sequentially.
• Mean Centering. A new natural cubic spline is obtained by subtracting from y(t) its mean µ y , where µ y is computed as the following
That is, y(t) ←− y(t) − µ y . The new natural cubic spline is said to have zero mean.
• Normalization. A new natural cubic spline is obtained by dividing y(t)
by its norm y , where y is computed as the following
y . The new natural cubic spline is said to have unit norm.
Both µ y and y can be computed very efficiently with polynomial quadruples (y i , y i+1 , y i , y i+1 ) (see Appendix). The new natural cubic spline thus obtained has zero mean and unit norm.
A distance (or similarity) metric is generally required in every clustering analysis. To measure how similar two genes are in terms of their natural cubic splines y(t) and z(t), we define their spline distance as the norm of the difference spline
We can show that the spline distance defined above is a valid distance metric. Therefore, the smaller the spline distance between two genes, the more similar their expression profiles. Note that the difference spline y(t) − z(t) is also a natural cubic spline comprising polynomials
The proposed clustering algorithm will aim to group genes with smaller spline distance to each other. Most existing algorithms are however based on vectorial Euclidean distance.
Smoothing Gene Expression with Cubic Spline
Noises are intensive in gene expression measurements. Therefore, interpolating cubic splines to time course expression data (i.e., splines are forced to pass through all the sampled data points) may inadvertently attribute significance to measurements dominated by noise due to over-fitting. To infer meaningful gene expression trends over time, we wish to fit natural cubic splines to expression data in a smooth fashion. That is, we seek a cubic smoothing spline y(t) for each gene, which shall be both reasonably smooth and also reasonably close to its time course expression data (t 0 ,ŷ 0 ), · · · , (t n ,ŷ n ). It hence suffices by determining the coordinates y i = y(t i ) at every time point t i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that y i usually takes a value different from y i .
As a standard practice for spline smoothing, a cubic smoothing spline can be found by minimizing the following combined function
in which, the first term, known as the residual sum of squares, quantifies the closeness to gene expression data points, and the second term, which is the integrated squared second derivative, quantifies the smoothness of the fitted spline.
The smoothing parameter, λ ∈ [0, 1], is used to control the trade-off between the above two contradictory criteria (i.e., closeness and smoothness). Setting λ = 0 gives rise to the straight line from an ordinary linear least-squares regression. In contrary, setting λ = 1 leads to a cubic interpolating spline, which passes through every data point (t i ,ŷ i ).
The smoothing parameter λ is a free variable in the above approach and may be chosen by the user as seen fit. Automatic selection of an optimum value of λ can be achieved using a generalized cross-validation (GCV) procedure 4 . The basic principle of cross-validation is to leave out the data points one at a time and to choose the value of λ so that missing data points are best estimated by the cubic smoothing spline using the remaining data points.
Notice that the dependence of expression values between time points would be taken into account in a proper way when fitting a cubic smoothing spline. Therefore, expression values at different time points contribute unequally to a fitted spline, which is particularly true if they were measured non-uniformly (i.e., at unequallyspaced time points) in microarray experiments. Gene expression smoothing splines are then supplied to a SOM-based clustering algorithm as described below.
Spline Clustering via Self-Organizing Maps
A self-organizing map (SOM) is a nonlinear while topology-preserving mapping of high-dimensional data onto a two-dimensional lattice called a map 9 . It consists of nodes organized on a rectangular grid, each of which is associated with a weight spline -a natural cubic spline with zero mean and unit norm. A SOM is capable of extracting the prominent patterns from the massive high-dimensional data and place similar patterns on the nodes near each other. Hence, it is widely used for high-dimensional data visualization and vector quantization, and well suited for exploratory data analysis.
A SOM is essentially a single-layered neural network that is trained using unsupervised learning 9 . To begin a training, all the weight splines on the map are initialized at random. The subsequent process is iterative. At each iteration k, a sample gene expression smoothing spline y(t) is randomly drawn from the input dataset, and its spline distance to every weight spline on the map is computed. The node whose weight spline is the closest to y(t) is identified as the best-matching unit and denoted by c. Then, update the weight spline m j (t) of each node j on the map according to the following rule:
where α(k) is the learning rate at iteration k and h cj (k) the neighborhood kernel around the best-matching unit c. Both α(k) and h cj (k) are chosen to gradually decrease with the iteration number t, while h ci (t) also decreases with d ci , which is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and c on the map grid. Note that the algorithmic operations of addition and scale multiplication in the update rule are all applied on expression smoothing splines. We can see that this update rule drags the weight splines of the best-matching unit c and of its nearby nodes towards the input sample spline y(t). The closer a node is to c, the more its weight spline is updated. After a sufficient number of iterations, the learning rate will reduce to zero and no updates are made any more. As m j (t) and y(t) are both natural cubic splines with zero mean and unit variance, the new weight spline m j (t) comes with zero mean already from the update rule. Hence, it suffices by normalizing m j (t) only before proceeding to the next iteration.
Once the training is done, one will be able to identify clusters of gene expression smoothing splines (and hence clusters of genes). Every node on the self-organizing map is used to define a cluster, and each spline is assigned to the cluster defined by its best-matching unit, i.e., the one with the closest weight spline. The weight splines are also used to define the centroids of the respective clusters.
I have implemented the above described algorithms in a computer program called CurveSOM, which allows for fitting splines to time course expression data, training SOMs, and displaying clusters. CurveSOM is freely available from http: //www.ntu.edu.sg/home/ChenXin/CurveSOM.
Evaluating the Clustering Performance
Besides developing a clustering algorithm, evaluating the performance of a clustering algorithm is another challenge. We may evaluate the quality of a clustering result using external measures (e.g., adjusted Rand index 8 ) or internal measures (e.g., silhouette width 14 ), depending on whether the true clustering is available. In practice, a "true" clustering is often inferred from domain knowledge such as known function families of genes, and thus might not be really true.
The adjusted Rand index 8 is a statistic often used to measure the agreement between a computed clustering result (denoted by C) and a known clustering result (denoted by T ). It can be computed by
where a is the number of gene pairs belonging to the same cluster in both T and C, b the number of pairs belonging to the same cluster in C but to different clusters in T , c the number of pairs belonging to different clusters in C but to the same cluster in T , and d the number of pairs belonging to different clusters in both T and C. Note that, the higher the adjusted Rand index value the more a computed clustering result agrees with the known clustering. The silhouette width 14 is a measure quantity reflecting the compactness and separation of clusters, and is often used to judge the quality of a clustering result when the true clustering is not available. For each gene i, we denote by a i the average distance to all other genes in its own cluster, and by b i the minimum of the average distance of the gene i to all the genes of any other cluster. The silhouette width for the gene i is then defined as
By averaging s i over all genes we can obtain the silhouette width of the given clustering result. A high value of silhouette width indicates that clusters are very compact and well-separated. Unlike the adjusted Rand index, the silhouette width judges the clustering quality based solely on information intrinsic to a given clustering result. It thus could not tell how well a clustering result agree with the true clustering. Moreover, the computation of silhouette width relies on the distance metric selected to measure the dissimilarities of expression profiles. Different distance metrics (e.g., the Euclidean distance and the spline distance that was discussed earlier) may give different silhouette width values so that an internal measurement could be problematic. Therefore, for a fair comparison to clustering results, particularly when they are found by algorithms utilizing different distance metrics, using an external measurement shall be much more encouraged.
Experimental Results
To test the clustering performance of CurveSOM, I apply it to three publicly available yeast cell cycle datasets, and compare results with those obtained from four popular clustering programs, including Cluster 3.0 23 , GENECLUSTER 24 , MCLUST 25 , and SSClust 26 . Note that they implemented the k-means, SOMbased, model-based, and curve-based clustering algorithms, respectively.
Application to Yeast Cell Cycle Data Synchronized by the cdc28 Arrest
Cho et al. 3 published time course expression data for 6220 genes, each with 17 time points taken at 10 min intervals covering nearly two full cell cycles in a yeast culture synchronized by the cdc28 arrest. K. Yeung 21 then created two subsets based on independent external criteria. The first subset consists of 384 genes whose expression peaks at different times corresponding to five cell cycle phases (early G1, late G1, S, G2, and M phases). Each phase is expected to define a distinct cluster. The second subset consists of 237 genes whose functions fall into four categories (DNA synthesis and replication, organization of centrosome, nitrogen and sulphur metabolism, and ribosomal proteins) in the MIPS database 12 . To reflect these functional categories, four clusters are hence expected in the dataset. These datasets have been extensively studied and shown a great challenge in the gene expression clustering analysis 22 . Table 2 . Performance comparison of CurveSOM with other clustering algorithms on two datasets from the yeast cdc28-synchronized cell culture. The adjusted Rand index (ARI) values are computed with the true clustering inferred from the 5-phase criterion or the MIPS criterion, whereas the silhouette width (SW) values are all computed using the Euclidean distance. In order for a fair comparison, the same number (K) of clusters is input to all the tested programs; that is, K = 6 for the first dataset and K = 4 for the second dataset.
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The 5-phase Criterion
Here I wish all the tested programs to group 384 genes into six clusters rather than five, because six clusters could be well arranged on a two-dimensional 2 × 3 grid. Moreover, six clusters are also optimally selected by the Bayesian information criterion analysis, as reported by the model-based clustering algorithm MCLUST. Table 2 I plot in Figure 2 all the gene expression splines of the clusters found by Curve-SOM, overlaid with their respective cluster centroid splines. Clear periodic cell cycle patterns with different phases can be easily observed for all but the third cluster. For example, the centroid spline of cluster 6 first peaks at the late G1 phase of the first cell cycle, and then peak (with a slow decay in amplitude possibly due to desynchronization) once again at the same phase of the second cell cycle. In contrast, genes of cluster 3 appear to be repressed across the whole first cell cycle period and then induced at the early G1 phase of the second cell cycle.
When six centroid splines are plotted together in Figure 3 , it enables to reveal the time-shifted correlation relationships of expression patterns across different clusters. It is evident from Figure 3 that, when starting with cluster 6 on the trained selfb In the experiments, expression data is first standardized before input to clustering programs. Therefore, the Euclidean distance calculated here is equivalent to the Pearson correlation coefficient. organizing map, the clockwise order of six clusters naturally implies the sequential cell cycle phase transitions, late G1 → S → early G2 → early M → late M → early G1, according to the timing of the cell cycle phases as determined in 3 . These phase transitions further suggest temporal interactions of genes from neighboring clusters, which are information particularly useful in exploring the regulation of gene expression in certain biological processes such as the cell cycle 3 . Unfortunately, neither k-means clustering or model-based clustering could provide such valuable information beyond cluster memberships.
A closer look at Figure 3 shows that the centroid spline of cluster 3 gives the highest expression values at the time points of both 0 min and 160 min, when compared with centroid splines of the other clusters. It might suggest that genes of cluster 3 were most likely induced at the very early stage of the first cell cycle if we could extend the first cell period by a few minutes earlier. If this is the case, cluster 3 would also show periodic cell cycle expression pattern as any other cluster does.
The MIPS Criterion
Since the true number of clusters in this dataset is four, as indicated by the Bayesian information criterion analysis as well, all the tested programs are going to group genes into four clusters. Accordingly, a 2 × 2-grid map is utilized in the SOM-based clustering algorithms. Table 2 shows the ARI values that are computed with the true clustering inferred from the MIPS functional categories, and the SW values that are computed based on the Euclidean distance. CurveSOM performs strongly once again. It achieves the highest ARI value (0.4837), and a SW value only lower than those of GENECLUS-TER and Cluster 3.0. As mentioned earlier, evaluating the clustering performance of CurveSOM based on the SW value could be problematic, as it is designed to groups genes at small splines distances rather than Euclidean distances. As a comparison, the model-based clustering program MCLUST did much worse than any other program in both external and internal measurements. This is not surprising, as some true clusters, in particular the one corresponding to ribosomal proteins, show significant deviations from normality so that the underlying assumption of the model-based clustering is no longer valid 21 . Figure 4 plots the gene expression splines of the clusters found by CurveSOM, overlaid with their respective cluster centroid splines.
Application to Yeast Cell Cycle Data Synchronized by the α Factor Arrest
In another study, Spellman et al. 16 measured the genome-wide mRNA levels for 6108 genes simultaneously over approximately two cell cycle periods in a yeast culture synchronized by the α factor arrest. The yeast cells were sampled every 7 min between 0 and 119 min after synchronization, with a total of 18 time points. Table 3 . Performance comparison of CurveSOM with other clustering algorithms on the yeast α-factor-synchronized cell cycle dataset 16 . The adjusted Rand index (ARI) values are computed with the true clustering inferred from the 5-phase criterion, whereas the silhouette width (SW) values are all computed using the Euclidean distance. In order for a fair comparison, the same number (K = 6) of clusters is input to all the tested programs.
classified them into five different cell cycle phases (i.e., M/G1, G1, S, S/G2 and G2/M). After removing gene with missing values, there are 613 genes remaining c . In the following analysis, I cluster these 613 genes into six clusters. These clusters will be organized on a 2×3-grid map if CurveSOM or GENECLUSTER is employed.
As shown in Table 3 , among the five tested program, CurveSOM once again c Previous studies instead reported 612 genes without any missing value.
ws-jbcb achieves the highest values for both the adjusted Rand index and the silhouette width. More notably, the ARI value given by CurveSOM is significantly higher than that given by any other program. For example, CurveSOM improves the ARI value over Cluster 3.0 by 26% (from 0.2923 to 0.3695), and over GENECLUSTER by 53% (from 0.2406 to 0.3695). By these comparisons, CurveSOM shall attribute its high clustering accuracy to the ability to take into account the dynamic nature of time course expression data. Upon examining the self-organizing map obtained by CurveSOM, both periodic behaviors and time-shifted correlations of cell cycle expression pattern clearly emerge (see Figures 5 and 6 ), indicating that the experimental results are in good agreements with existing biological knowledge.
Discussion and future research
Today, microarray experiments are widely used to collect large-scale time course data to monitor gene expression under various developmental processes in many organisms. To understand their underlying biological mechanisms, clustering often serves as one of the first steps in gene expression data analysis. Therefore, developing a clustering algorithm that is favored by biologists is highly demanded 5 . I believe that a clustering algorithm ideal for time course expression data analysis shall not only provide cluster memberships (i.e., group genes into clusters), but also inter-cluster gene relationships (e.g., the time-shifted correlation of expression patterns between different clusters). Therefore, one shall pay special attention to the following two issues when developing a clustering algorithm. Firstly, in order to promise a high clustering accuracy, the between time-point dependency can not be ignored owing to the dynamic nature of time course gene expression data. Secondly, to provide inter-cluster gene relationships, an executive summary of the massive expression data (e.g., a well-organized collection of clusters) is generally desired to facilitate easy visualization and biological interpretation. To address the two issues simultaneously, I proposed a new clustering algorithm that is built upon the advantages of curve-based clustering and SOM-based clustering. It first presents each gene by a cubic smoothing spline fitted to the time course expression data, and then groups genes into clusters by applying SOM-based clustering on the resulting splines. Moreover, it is capable of accommodating non-uniformly sampled expression data, noisy data, and/or data with missing data, imposes no strict prior hypotheses on data distribution, and also runs very efficiently. Our preliminary tests on three yeast cell cycle datasets clearly demonstrate that CurveSOM is a promising tool for time course expression data analysis, as it not only outperforms all the other tested programs in correctly clustering genes into their respective true clusters (i.e., achieves high clustering accuracy) but also detects time-shifted correlations of expression patterns across clusters.
I notice that the idea of representing time course expression data by splines is not a new one. However, all the previous methods assume a Gaussian distribution on expression data -not only when estimating spline parameters but also when assigning splines into clusters (e.g., by a mixed-effects model) 1, 10, 11 . Therefore, once the data of interest does not well fit the desired distribution these methods would inevitably perform very poorly 20 . In contrast, the proposed new method fits each gene with a spline based on its own expression profile only and then assigns splines into clusters by training SOMs, neither of which requires data of a particular distribution as input. On the other hand, the idea of applying SOMs on expression data clustering is not new either 18 . However, the existing implementations like GENECLUSTER treat time course expression data as vectors of discrete samples and simply ignores the between time-point dependence, thus limiting its capability of finding true clusters. In this sense, the proposed method can be regarded as applying functional analysis on measured expression data in which the basic unit of information is an entire fitted function rather than a string of discrete numbers 15 .
The current implementation of CurveSOM requires the number of clusters as an input parameter. However, how to choose the number of clusters is a problem as difficult as the clustering itself. To solve it, I am now investigating an approach that applies the gap statistic 19 
